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TAKING THE PAIN OUT OF SELF-PROMOTION:
SELF-DISCOVERY WORKSHEET

To help you get started with the script for what to say to your ideal client, try this fill-in-the-blank: 

WHAT IS YOUR TYPICAL ELEVATOR PITCH?

I        (verb/what you do)        with (or for)       (who is your ideal client?)

who want     (client’s biggest struggle)      so that      (what she wants to take off her plate)     

and instead      (what she wants to focus on)    .    I do this because      (your core beliefs)     .

Write three versions of this statement below:

OPTION 1

OPTION 2

OPTION 3



 

You may have created a perfectly eloquent statement about the work you do, but sometimes that 
overly poignant description can fall flat with certain crowds. Instead of relying on one version 
you crafted to tell your ideal client and stumbling in every other situation, practice creating three 
different statements that you can then tailor to whom you are speaking. The goal is to write each 
response using different words and phrases to force yourself to think about new ways to describe 
what it is that you do. Here are a few scenarios to get the creative juices flowing.
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NOW, REWRITE THAT STATEMENT BASED ON YOUR AUDIENCE.

You’re heading to a family holiday, and you know you’ll be approached multiple times from 
relatives who don’t remember what you do from when you saw them at this same time last 
year. You say:

You’re at dinner with your best friend who loves you dearly, but works in corporate America 
and will never really get what you do. When she asks you again, “What is it exactly that you 
do?” You respond:

You’re driving to a networking event where you know you’ll be asked what you do in a crowd 
of potential customers, or at least people who have a better grasp on the creative 
entrepreneur/online business owner world. When it’s your turn to introduce yourself and your 
business, you say:

You’re sitting across the table from a real-life dream client. Then she drops the golden nugget; 
she’s in need of what you have to offer! Describe what you do:
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